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Interface Seeks a Continued Partnership:
Interface has been pleased to be a F5VC partner in the NfL program over these last 16 months. We deeply
respect our F5VC staff counterparts in this important work. Especially during the unprecedented COVID-19
impacts on young families, it is critical that NfL services continue to support young families without
interruption.

ICFS POSITION

We desire to continue with this partnership as it will lead to the most cost-efficient 0-5 services possible. We
envision leveraging the best of both organizations: F5VC's deep knowledge and commitment to ECE, and
Interface's proven service quality and reliability. We believe in the partnership we have forged together, that
we are "better together," and that uninterrupted NfL service to families is the best approach going forward.
Interface has demonstrated our ability to deliver cost-efficient and reliable ECE services. Our extensive
operational experience enables us to work even quite independently when needed, to meet the needs of young
families. Our flexibility and urgency during the early days of the COVID-19 stay at home and school closure
orders was a testament to our operational strength as we retooled services and supports to families within
days of the stay at home orders without needing specific direction from F5VC (although we sought F5VC
support for the proposed changes prior to execution).
We understand that securing new funding sources for ECE is vital to maintaining and growing impacts for local
families. We envision that handling the day to day service provision, is our best contribution to furthering
F5VC's goals for increasing ECE impact in Ventura County. We also believe that our function will serve to free
up F5VC to focus on advocacy and building sustaining funding for our communities' 0-5 services and support.
Interface pledges to work in coordination on identifying and securing additional 0-5 service and support
funding opportunities.
Our partnership is active, vibrant and is currently delivering on the promise of one consolidated and
dramatically improved NfL service across our county. Exiting Interface from the partnership will not lead to
near-term benefits for families. Our assessment is that this will lead to service disruptions in the near-term,
increased costs and fewer families served. It's certainly possible to improve upon our practice, but given our
strong expressed satisfaction by families, it's hard to understand how incremental improvements outweigh the
benefits of continuity of service that families value from their service providers.
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ICFS COST EFFICIENCY
The partnership between Interface and F5VC would be more sustainable and cost efficient than F5VC doing it
alone. The current contract leverages Interface's current infrastructure and the underspent funds can be used to
increase family services.

Benefit Cost Increase
Paying for dependents cost increase
Est. 600.00/mo per staff = $13,800 increase (Including 23 staff just PACT Teachers, Managers, Office
Assistants Associate Director and Director)
Retirement 7% salary match
Salary increase assumption
$1.00 increase for PACT Teachers and PACT Leads equals $31,208 cost increase on $653,818 current
budget item.
Match Funds
$250,000 of match would be lost. That equivalates to 135 families that could be served.
Underspent Funds FY 19-20
ICFS could serve more families if put underspent funds, coupled with match into serving families.
$1,848,078 was charged for ICFS NfL Services in FY20 (does not include Subcontractors and Admin).
Interface registered 999 Clients for FY20. This included 3 months of lost production due to COVID-19
restrictions. Adjusting for those 3 months, Interface would have been capable of serving 1,332 if allowed to
serve for a full 12 months.
Leverage more funding as Partners
Bring in more 0-5 funding through Grant Opportunities and System Integration.
ICFS already secured two staff positions to help with system building including a Medi-Cal Early Childhood
Grant Navigator and Domestic Violence Early Childhood Training Grant.

$850,454
COST EFFICIENCY

459
MORE FAMILES SERVED

PARTNERSHIP BENEFIT
Together as Partners we can work together to build
the 0-5 system by continuing to serve and build
programs for families with children 0-5.
STRATEGICALLY MORE VALUABLE TOGETHER

Strategical Focus and Operational Focus
Allow F5VC more time to focus on strategy
and evaluation building
Work together to leverage services.
F5VC ECE Advocacy and Strategy & ICFS
Social Service and Operations
Stability
Future Growth Potential Leveraging
additional funding
Higher Service Reach with ICFS
Operational Expertise
ICFS brings in-house Grant Writing,
Evaluation, and Training to benefit the
partnership
Extensive Family Support Internal Capacity
Diverse Community Partnerships
MICOP, New Dawn Triple P and ICFS
Triple P
Sustained Support Services for families.
Adaptability with Partnership
ICFS has adaptive capabilities due to larger
infrastructure
Accessibility
ICFS has internal services to meet the
whole needs of families without barriers in
unforeseen times and circumstances.

F5VC CONCERNS WITH ICFS PERFORMANCE
1.SERVICE NUMBERS
F5VC believes Interface Children and Family Services has not met service targets.

CONSIDERATIONS
Interface Children and Family Services in Partnership with First 5 Ventura County has
continued high-quality services despite numerous obstacles over the last 16 months, with a 93%
family satisfaction rating. The first year of service should be viewed as a pilot year, while F5VC
and Interface staff squared expectations and the realities of real-time data collection.
Reported Service targets should be viewed as first year estimates:
Baseline of service provision targets were based on inconsistent data from prior NfL
providers. Interface raised these concerns during early contract negotiations. After
numerous collaborative meetings between F5VC and Interface staff, service numbers were
changed for FY 21. See below on comparison to revised benchmarks.
Three different service delivery methods were necessitated in FY20 and FY21, rendering
provisional data difficult to compare. Due to COVID restrictions, virtual services in MarchAugust would not align with original contract provisions.
Services did not start in alignment with Fiscal year in July. Start-up of sites was delayed until
September due to leases.
Fires postponed services in Fall 2019, due to sites access restrictions.
Site access during Winter Holidays is limited, which service targets did not anticipate, nor
account for.
Screening numbers
All families were offered screenings, which the new FY21 provisions allows. Prior service
provisions expected all families to complete screenings and did not take into account:
Families opting out of screenings, being connected to services and/or not returning.

TOTAL SERVICES
PROVIDED

96,741

NfL Service Numbers FY 19-20

F5VC CONCERNS WITH ICFS PERFORMANCE
2. COACHING PLAN
F5VC believes ICFS would not allow coaching plan.

ICFS OPTED TO BUILD INTERNAL CAPACITY
Interface Children & Family Services values professional growth and quality improvement. As a standard in the
Early Childhood System, F5VC wanted to observe ICFS and provide coaching. ICFS staff experienced role
confusion with outside staff providing feedback to staff directly. ICFS favored feedback being provided though
ICFS management. This decision was never resolved due to the onset of COVID-19.
ICFS had their Team Leadership all complete the Zero to Three Critical Competency Training, in order to build
internal strengths and to create operational efficiencies. This is the same training the F5VC Coach was utilizing.

F5VC CONCERN ICFS PERFORMANCE
3. DECISION MAKING
F5VC believes that there has been barriers on decisions.
It's natural to discover challenges and unforeseen execution issues in a start-up year. Even though the NfLs were
operating before, there were many unresolved standards and programmatic decisions that needed clarification.
These related to programming, data tracking and analysis and contract terms. This is normal in first year
contracts and we believe that additional time will easily resolve remaining issues and we can together build upon
our partnership for the best of both organizations.

INTERFACE SUCCESSES
Standardized Services across 13
locations
ICFS shaped and sustained services
adapting in real-time (traditional,
virtual, virtual cohorts)
Developed all operational material
beyond F5VC Performance
Standards (Policies/Procedures,
referral pathways, intake forms,
emergency guidance etc.)
Hired diverse and qualified
workforce

"COVID HAS BEEN TERRIBLE ON
MY FAMILY. HAVING A
CONSISTENT PLACE FOR ME A
MY DAUGHTER THAT STAYED
THE SAME, EVEN ONLINE, I
THANK YOU FOR CREATING"

COVID-19 RESPONSE
Developed virtual model in one week at
beginning of Pandemic
Created new services: virtual classes, virtual
parent education, Facebook LIVE, Class Dojo
and Parent Circles.

Enrolled over 1,600 families
578 families have connected to
Community Resources

Independently developed the idea to create
activity kits to engage families in virtual
classes.

Designed and implemented Virtual
Services independently

Services 3/20-6/20
101 PACT classes, 2001 contacts

Discovered and implemented new
Parent Engagement Evidence Based
Practice tool, Ready4K.

198 Facebook LIVE, 20,634 views
719 Facebook posts, 7059 engagements
4117 Parent Education Services
1485 Care Coordination Services

INTERFACE CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES
PARTNERSHIP VALUE
OPERATIONAL EXPERTISE
DIVERSE PORTFOLIO
COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
SUSTAINABILITY (GRANT + FUNDRAISING SUCCESS)
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STEADY
GROWTH
The team has shown
steady growth of
services and sustaining
services during a
pandemic and program
start-up.

93%
former families had a
positive experience with
PACT Services based on
post-surveys.

"I would not be where I am
without the NfL. They
got my family connected
to housing, helped me get
depression services and my
child loves the online
classes"
-WEST COUNTY MOM

What to expect if the $2.9m NfL Service Contract is not renewed with Interface for FY21:
Even for us, with $15m in direct service programs, this is a large and complex program and it will
be quite a challenge for F5VC staff to take on such a big transition. Such a large start-up will
inevitably lead to some temporary negative outcomes:

ICFS POSITION

Staff/Management Turnover: We are pleased to hear that F5VC highly values and would
hope to take on our entire management and staff of the NfL program for FY22. With our
considerable experience in acquiring and transitioning service staff teams however, we
anticipate that only approximately 50% of the current NfL management and staff would
transition to FY22 NfL positions offered directly by F5VC. Many current NfL staff have strong
attachments to Interface, and they understand that this will be a first of its kind effort for
F5VC management. We're hearing so far that staff plan to seek out open positions within
other Interface programs, which are coming open frequently due to our continued growth in
multiple departments. Staff will begin looking for alternative work right away in our
experience, even more so in today’s COVID-19 insecure employment climate. Few will be
confident to wait for future opportunities in this environment. F5VC staff shared that their
initial plan was to offer employment packages in the Spring. I suggested a much quicker
timeline, such as January, if F5VC wanted to secure our staff. Even so, there will tend to be a
loss of some of the most capable staff first, as they naturally have more choices due to their
excellent backgrounds and performance. For reference, despite a longer period of preparation
for FY19's NfL start up, and with two unique phases of recruitment that our experienced HR
team conducted, only 20% (6 staff) of the prior NfL staff came over to Interface. No prior NfL
Management came over to us, leading to an entirely new management team. This is quite
likely to be replicated in some way for F5VC staff during such a transition.
Service Quality: Interface has consistently received high marks on service reach and quality.
Interface was tasked with improving on the disjointed, uncoordinated NfL programs that
preceded ours. Any transition of this size will lead to at minimum, short-term reductions in
quality.

What to expect if the $2.9m NfL Service Contract is not renewed with Interface for FY21:
Family Disruptions: Despite best efforts, we would anticipate a likely decline of services to
families from as early as January 2021 into calendar year 2022. This proposed transition will
first disrupt existing service teams, leading to lower service numbers through FY21. As

ICFS POSITION

F5VC's new team is constructed, hired, trained, and introduced to families, there will be
start up challenges, likely leading to reduced near-term service levels. We believe this is an
unnecessary disruption to families, especially during a time of heightened needs related to
the pandemic. Families have already experienced a lot of disruption over the last two years:
6 months of transition in anticipation of Interface's service start in July, 2019. Multiple
sessions with families were conducted to address concerns, answer questions, explain
service disruptions and changes.
Interface was able to then conduct only 6 months of “regular” operations, before school
closures and the end of the NfL program as families came to know them.
Since March, Interface has deployed two different remote service models to address the
changing needs and COVID-19 environment.
F5VC staff are now proposing this additional change that will usher in:
Another 6 months of transition uncertainty for families, which will coincide with
likely service changes again as the pandemic enters the uncharted vaccine
distribution/adoption phase.
The new NfL program and staff would then begin in July, 2021 with potentially a
new, in-person service structure, during 3-6 months of program start ups with
untested service teams.
We believe these additional disruptions would be unwelcomed by families. Families are
expressing a 93% satisfaction rate currently. It's hard to imagine service improvements
would be so large as to outweigh the disruptions for families.
Cost Efficiency/Leveraging: The current contract leverages Interface’s considerable
infrastructure, including an annual $250k match, which would be lost to this transition. The
expected delays/reduction in service during the 12-month transition period will also lead to
a higher overall cost of service per client for at least the next year. Additionally, Interface
maintains an 80% grant-writing success rate, and the loss of this partnership would directly
impact Interface’s ability to bring additional Federal, State and County dollars to bear in
serving 0-3 families through new funding streams. The partnership that exists today
between F5VC and Interface is much more likely to develop additional 0-3 funding sources
for our community.

What to expect if the $2.9m NfL Service Contract is not renewed with Interface for FY21:
Strategic Focus: We believe that our two strong organizations working together can help
F5VC achieve the advocacy and capacity building it seeks to achieve. Taking on $3m in
programming for the first time is no simple task, and will inevitably require the full attention

ICFS POSITION

of F5VC management for the foreseeable future. Interface hopes to contribute to this vital
strategic goal of sustainability by continuing to handle the intense day to day service demands
for 1,600+ families, while also searching for additional 0-3 funding. We believe this is the most
supportive avenue role for Interface to play to assist F5VC leadership and staff in
concentrating fulltime on capacity building, sustainability and vital 0-5 advocacy efforts.
Operational Experience Matters: Aside from Interface’s interests in continuing to be funded
for this important work, it would always be recommended to secure an experienced service
provider to do this work. Interface has added to its decades of family service operational
experience with the last 16 months of successful early childhood education operations across
13 NfL sites. We would welcome the opportunity to build on this experience and our
partnership with F5VC to further our mutual goals for 0-5 families.
It’s of course no light matter to take issue with staff recommendations for a change in contracting.
We take this on with deep respect for F5VC’s passionate leadership in the 0-5 arena. There is no
other local organization championing 0-5 interests like F5VC. We pledge to continue to address
any areas for improvement, and hope that the Commission can recommend a course that would
enable continuity of service, a widening of 0-5 resources brought into our community, and
ultimately the sustainability of F5VC’s vital role in our community.

Family Testimonials
Post- Survey 19-20

Family Testimonials Post- Survey 19-20
Please tell us how your interactions with your child have changed since participating in this PACT.
Isabella was under a year old when she began participating and weekly, we use the songs and
examples from class. Isabella enjoys her class, classmates, and teachers. She continues to grow
PACT program has positively helped my twins with further their language development, social skills,
problem solving, sharing, and being more empathetic towards other children. They have been singing
and dancing more and sharing better with other children.
She sings songs and uses her finger-painting skills learned at school at home. She is learning to be
around other children her age. She loves attending First 5.
PACT has been transformative for me and my family. My wife and I get weekly advise and updates on
best parenting practices. My son Gianno is able to interact with kids his age while I look forward actively
engaging in art, singing, and play.

The PACT program has been a wonderful experience for Landon and I. His growth in development,
social skills and overall language has shown great improvement. We have been so thankful for PACT.
We are so happy to have started and continued with your program. As first time parents PACT has
given us good reading materials to know more about our child and her development.
Their confidence, sense of curiosity and ability to sit and listen has grown tremendously. I hope to be
offered the opportunity to attend again.
PACT helped me in many ways, from learning music, ideas in how to interact with my daughter, do
activities with her at home and practice to be patient with her. All the activities I have learned are
important to build good relationships with my children.
Small baby steps each day as my child has grown. He is slowly progressing as child. I believe this
group helps him positively grow as he learns from those around him. This has been a fun experience
as my child enjoys coming and made this part of his routine.
I learned the very first day, that my child is making connections with his brain and that guided me to
play with him more and to do different activities to promote his development.

